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Borexino, CTF and the CNGS neutrino beam

 Content:
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II. Preliminary rate values for the detected CNGS beam induced muons
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..… and dulcis in fundo …....
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(from D.Autiero)

April 6th Workshop at LNGS
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June 22nd Workshop at LNGS

Presentations by:

1.  Dario Autiero : “Update on the CNGS beam”
2.  Stefano Dusini : “CNGS beam monitoring with OPERA detector”
3.  Gabriella Sartorelli : “CNGS beam monitor with LVD”
4.  Laura Perasso: “Borexino, CTF and the CNGS netrino beam”

(all on the LNGS web pages)

“Waiting for the beam”:

Continuation more focused on the event signatures of the CNGS beam in the
LNGS experiments.
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Eν[GeV]

The CNGS beam

<Eνµ> ~ 18 GeV
Fluxes @ Eν ~ 18 GeV
 [ν/cm2/1019pot]:

νµ ~3.2 105

νµ ~ 6.4 103

νe ~ 1.4  103

νe ~ 1.8  102

[From http://www.mi.infn.it/~psala/Icarus/cngs.html

For comparison,  MINOS, <Eνµ> ~ 3GeV
(νµ

 + νµ) ~ 98.5%   (6.5 %  νµ)

(νe + νe ) ~ 1.5%

(νµ
 + νµ ) ~ 99.5%   (2%  νµ/νµ)

(νe + νe ) ~0.48% 
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Modified due to a PS power supply (installed in 1968!!)  fault on 18/5/2006
It has been replaced….

Initial 2006  SPS schedule
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18-30 Aug 2006
low intensity (Scycle= 18 s)

20 Oct-8 Nov

New SPS schedule
(approved by the RB on 7/6/2006)
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              in the  detectors
   

The CNGS νµ beam can be
monitored detecting    
 the muons  produced
 by the neutrino interactions

in the rocks in front of the detectors

with muon identification systems

The CNGS beam monitoring at LNGS
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Preliminary rate values for the CNGS induced muons in Bx and CTF

!! Warning !!

!! all these numbers are from very simplified
calculations !!

!! no MC done so far !!!

With the help of Igor Machulin and  Emanuela Meroni
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Borexino CTF Opera

Hall C  side and top view :

Side view

Top view
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How many νµ induced muon from the rocks do we have ??

Procedure:

Scaling  the LVD results [M.Aglietta et al., hep-ex/0304018 v1 18 april 2003],
with the usual assumptions:

33600 µ hitting the LVD “mother volume”/year

⇒33600 / ( LVD sup) X (Bx sup) = 33600 / (13.75m X 12m) X 266 m2=
54167 µ/year

⇒271 µ/day in Borexino

⇒33600 / ( LVD sup) X (CTF sup) = 33600 / (13.75m X 12m) X 110m2=
22400 µ/year

⇒112 µ/day in CTF
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How many CC + NC  events do we have in the detectors ??

Assumptions:
these CNGS event rates in Borexino and CTF have been calculated assuming:

•Nominal CNGS beam intensity = 4.5 1019 pot/year
•CC interaction probability = 4.96 10-17 CC/pot/kton mass  for Eν<30 GeV 

[P.Sala]
•One year = 200 days

For:
mass(Borexino)  = 3.327 ktons     mass(CTF) = 0.950 ktons

⇒NCCint(Borexino)  => 37 CC µ/day  (+ 11 NC ev/day )
~ 48 ev/day in Borexino

⇒NCCint(CTF)  => 11 CC µ/day (+ 3 NC ev/day)
~ 14 ev/day in CTF
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The total CNGS νµ induced muons (from CC in the detector itself or in the
upstream rocks) or hadrons (form NC in the detector) calculated rates are:

  48(CC+NC) +271 (from rocks) = 319 ev/day in Borexino

   14(CC+NC)+ 112 (rocks) = 126 ev/day in CTF

How many are detected, taking into account the detector efficiencies ?? 

How do they compare to our cosmic muon bkgnd ??
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CNGS muons vs. cosmic muons

9900Water tank
5150SS Sphere
3125Buffer
2025IV

2900Water tank
130IV

Cosmic µ flux [µ/day]  in Borexino (expected) :                   and in CTF (measured):

Considering the 10.5 µs spill length (with a 50ms interspill gap) in a 18 s cycle, we have a
reduction factor ~ 10-6 corresponding to a cosmic µ flux in coincidence with the CERN spill :
 ~ 3 10-2  ev /day  in Borexino  ~ 1 10-2 ev /day  in CTF

BX and CTF must use the beam
spill window (10.5 microseconds)
info to identify the CERN µ

Total CNGS νµ induced events:
• 319 ev/day  cross  Borexino  = 3% of
the cosmics
•126 ev/day  cross  CTF = 4% of the
cosmics



20(from D.Autiero)
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To correlate the events recorded by the experiments with the beam spill
windows (10.5 microseconds):

T(LNGS) = T (kicker at CERN ) + TOF

Using UTC times recorded at CERN and LNGS

UTC clocks synchronizations and calibrations needed
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From Autiero’s presentation:

• the early warning signal: the next neutrino spill can be predicted in advance
of several seconds and this info can be transmitted through ther network
⇒implemented and tested since March
already used by OPERA ;
to be decided:  the list of machines which should receive the signal

• the complete calibration of the time distribution chain of OPERA
  => in progress
   -  Alessandro Razeto had contacts with LNGS Computer Center and Opera
for eventual use of this information by BX and CTF

• the CERN-LNGS UTC clocks intercalibration  for the neutrino spill
syncronization

         => finished:
-understood and taken account of the 356 ns offset
- Δt < 100 ns
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• the CNGS-LNGS database (ORACLE based, 1TB/day info):
- to correlate the events recorded by the experiments with the beam spill

windows (10.5 microseconds) : Δt < 100 ns
-the LNGS exp. will be able to write the events observed in correlation to the

spills
=> in progress:  access being tested by OPERA, docs available
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3 10-2 ev/dayCosmic muon rate bk
315 [ev/day]319Total rate

268~99%271in the rocks
47~98%*48inside the det.

Final
rate[ev/day]

Det
eff.

muons generated

In Borexino : 

1 10-2 ev/dayCosmic muon rate bk
117 [ev/day]126Total rate
110~98%112in the rocks
7~50%*14inside the det.

Final rate
[ev/day]

Det
eff.

muons generated

In CTF: 

Final rates taking into account the detector geom efficiencies 

* dep. on the trigger thresh
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Final detected event rates in the first runs:

26/week70/week~ 33/week5 1016 pot/week3
15/week42/week~ 20/week3 1016 pot/week2

28/week~ 13/week2 1016 pot/week1

117/day315/day~ 150 /day4.5 1019 pot/yearnominal

CTFBXLVDRun #
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Borexino CTF Opera

Hall-C Side view

Hall-C Top view

We can have BX-CTF-Opera coincidences
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How many νµ induced muon from the rocks do we detect 
both in Opera and in Borexino and CTF ??

Scaling  the LVD results [M.Aglietta et al., hep-ex/0304018 v1 18 april 2003],
with the usual assumptions:

33600 µ hitting the LVD “mother volume”/year

⇒33600 / ( LVD sup) X (Bx sup) = 33600 / (13.75m X 12m) X (6.7 X 6.7) m2=
9141 µ/year

45  µ/day
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• Can Borexino/CTF monitor the CNGS ν beam ??  Yes !
  In LNGS - HallC we will have :

•  ~ 315 ev/day in Borexino   (~ 150 detected ev/day in LVD )
            ~ 60 µ/day hit OPERA

•  ~ 117 ev/day in CTF
Corresponding to a 3% stat. error in:   3.5 days for Borexino (7 for LVD)

    9.5 days for CTF
What we have to do ??

These  are very preliminary results
⇒MC- calculate all the acceptances of the detectors for these horizontal muons

• What is needed for monitoring ??
Spill timing information

•Can Bx do something else ??
Yes !!  Beam burst structure, Calibrations, Track algorithm checks, ….

?? Some physics??    σcc???

Conclusions
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What we have to do ??
Decide if/how we want:

- to study this new bkgnd
- to monitor the CNGS beam
           => decide which actions to do , who does what, by when
-  to take advantage of it
           => decide which actions to do , who does what, by when

Needed:
 Software:

- MC simulations
 - Interface with the CNGS database (read and write)
 Hardware:

- spill info read-out (BX clock calibrations)

•Can Bx do something else ??
- Think about it !!

Conclusions for us:


